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Brand New Book. any service I may have rendered my countrymen in my active life I may also
extend to them.now that I am at leisure Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 BC), Rome s greatest orator,
had a career of intense activity in politics, the law courts and the administration, mostly in Rome.
His fortunes, however, followed those of Rome, and he found himself driven into exile in 58 BC, only
to return a year later to a city paralyzed by the domination of Pompey, Crassus, and Caesar. Cicero,
though a senior statesman, struggled to maintain his independence and it was during these years
that, frustrated in public life, he first started to put his excess energy, stylistic brilliance, and
superabundant vocabulary into writing these works of philosophy. The three dialogues collected
here are the most accessible of Cicero s works, written to his friends Atticus and Brutus, with the
intent of popularizing philosophy in Ancient Rome. They deal with the everyday problems of life;
ethics in business, the experience of grief, and the difficulties of old age.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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